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SAUDI HAWKS IN BELGIUM – ‘KEE BEE’ SPECIAL 
 
Air shows are common events, in Europe and outside and the Belgian play their part. But the 
one who was never at Kleine Brogel Airforcebase in belgium will miss something special. 
 
 
SECOND EVENT 
 
Belgium has an unusual concept in celebrating an annual international air show at their territory. 
Either the air bases at Florennes or Beauvechain or the airfield of Sanicole are canditates. This 
year it was again Sanicole. The big show has been watched by large crowds gathered at 
Sanicole which is utilized for this. And so this happened at 20 September 2017. Sanicole 
however lacks a long runway and so jetfighters has to operate from nearby military airfields and 
in this situation Kleine Brogel has been chosen as a buddy airfield as it did for several years. 
 
During the rehearsels at Friday another a second event was organized at Kleine Brogel (KB). 
Selected persons either press or aviation minded people or spotters find their way to KB to 
make photographs of landing and starting aircraft. KB will see a lot of movements during such 
an occassion and even some training, for example the helicopter partwill be executed above KB 
itself, and this kind of spectacle has been more or less increased. KB has its own special 
athmosphere and is always promising for the public. 
 
SAUDI HAWKS APPEARANCE IS VERY UNUSUAL 
 
During the morning activities increase. A Belgian F-16 in special colours opens the day when 
starting up at the F-16 platform which is hidden from the public. With an impressive solo the day 
has begun. Next to this a Belgian C-130H lands at the runway making a drill and takes of again. 
Their are many stuntteams present on the ground such as the Royal Jordanian Falcons, the 
Breitling Team with L-39 jets, the own Red Devils with Siai Marchetti’s SF-260, the Patrouille de 
Suisse, the Frecce Tricolori and the most exotic team are the Saudi Hawks. The latter team has 
not been often visited Europe and so an obvious item to lay focus on.  
 
With their bright green colour with a white stripe they have a very attractive livery. It looks like a 
green version of the Red Arrows. This is not a strange comparison when you imagine that the 
Red Arrows were the masters to learn from in the beginning and even their show looks in 
someway on those of the Red Arrows. The saudi Hawks were founded in 1988 at King 
Abdulaziz Air Base (Dhahran) and fly with the Hawk Mk65 and Mk65a. Both types were 
converted by British Aerospace (Bae) with smoking equipment and enables red, white and blue 
and not to forget green smoke. The aircraft were later on based at King Faisal Air base in Tabuk  
 
PROFESSIONAL TEAM WITH KNOW HOW 
 
In the beginning the Saudi’s started with five aircraft but gradually this was expanded to seven. 
They copied a likewise structure in maintaining the team as it is usual in Europe. This includes a 
maturation in flying in a special place during the figures. It always start as wing man of the 
leader. Experienced pilots will learn the tricks to new ones and stand back after this to ensure 
‘new blood’ in the team. At least 10.000 flying hours are required and the primary start of the 
new cadet in the team will be in formations of three aircraft of which the middel position is 



reserved for  the squadron leader. Previous pilots at position two and three will fly with the new 
pilots in the Back of the Hawk. In a second phase other positions will be learned.  
 
VARIOUS ITEMS IN THE PROGRAM 
 
Not only stuntteams, but also modern fighters were present such as Rafale, Gripen and Mig-29. 
Especially the latter earns the attention of the the public when coming in and landing with a 
parachute. Helicopters starts from KB and give shows to the spectators. A Belgian A-109 spits 
flares out and as far you can describe it as an average show, it certainly is not when you see 
the A-109 making an almost perfect loop and the helicopter is for a while flying upside down. 
The naval NH-90 makes a splendid performance and looks like a very stabile helicopter. The 
Spanish Aspa patrol military stuntteam takes over, the day is complete with interesting activities. 
KB is an event you are going to like very much when you have seen it, an event whe should 
have more. The location is ideal but also the program, the commitment of the Belgian military 
and the way KB has been exploit for aviation lovers makes it a must. 
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